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We report cm the design, fabrication, and testing of a low phase noise and
high dynamic range fiber optic link to directly transport S-band (2.5 C;]lzi) and Xband (8.4 G] 1~.) microwave signals to a ccmtralimcl signal processing ccn[er
lc)catect up to 29 km away. “1’his optical link consists of a diode-pumped YAG
laser, an 18 Cl 1~, 1,iNbO~ modulator, an l-tl~ preamplifier, and a 12 G] IZ optical
receiver. It is designed to be inserted between the low noise amplifier and the
down-converter it~ a current NASA 1 Xq Space Network (1 ISN) rcccivins
system. ~’his link will permit the down-converter and related equipment to be
moved out of the antenna to the signal processing center, and will substantially
reduce the amount of equipme]~,t located at the antenna area. in systems wit}l
multip]e, widely separated antcmnas, this new configuration will lcnver hardware
and operating costs, and increase performance, flexibility, and reliability.
~’he phase noise of the optical link is measured to be less than -110 dBc/J IZ at
1 } IZ from the carrier frequency of 8.4 Cl Iz, and is currently limited by the noise
floor of the measurement systcm. ~’he bandwidth c)f the optical link is
dctermineci by the 1{1; preamplifier and the link gain is unity. “I”his link is
designed not to degrade the noise temperature of the si~nal receiving system by
mcm than 0.1’70 and not to reduce its dynamic range by more than 1 dl~.
This fiber optic link is eva]uated for S-band performance i]~ a test facility
which simulates the lISN cqwrating condition. A 12-kn~ spool of sin~le-mode
fiber is used to simulate the path between the antenna and the signal processing
center. ‘l-he test shows that the insertion c)f the fiber optic link adds no
obsmvab]e clcgradaticm to the receivinS syslcm. We will report cm more results
of the ongoing evaluation of this link at X-band in an actual operating I)SN
reccivinc system.
We also analyze the influence c)f the insertion of the optical link on the
performance of the microwave receiving system, especially the ~ain, noise fifyre,
and dynamic range of the system. From the analysis, we declLIcc limitaticms cm

the ma~nitudc c)f the relaxation oscillation peak, photocurrent, and c)ther
parameters of the cpical link in order for the link to function acccmling tc) our
specificaticms.
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